Tennis Match Results
N.C. Central vs Radford
04/14/17 at Radford, Va.
(Radford Tennis Complex)

Radford 7, N.C. Central 0

**Singles competition**
1. DZEUBOU, Drousile (RAD) def. ROGERS, Jamie (NCCU) 6-2, 6-3
2. SAYER, Natalie (RAD) def. GABRIEL, Jasmine (NCCU) 6-2, 6-0
3. NGUYEN, Claire (RAD) def. COVER, Lynsey (NCCU) 3-6, 6-4, 1-0 (12-10)
4. MARTIN, Meili (RAD) def. JEREMIC, Tamara (NCCU) 6-0, 6-0
5. POPE, Karlie (RAD) def. PENA, Emily (NCCU) 6-0, 6-2
6. ELLICK, Lilly (RAD) def. MULLIS, Lauren (NCCU) 6-1, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
1. SAYER, Natalie/MARTIN, Meili (RAD) def. ROGERS, Jamie/Cover, Lynsey (NCCU) 6-2
2. GABRIEL, Jasmine/JEREMIC, Tamara (NCCU) def. DZEUBOU, Drousile/NGUYEN, Claire (RAD) 6-2
3. POPE, Karlie/POPOVA, Yuliia (RAD) def. PENA, Emily/MULLIS, Lauren (NCCU) 6-1

Match Notes:
N.C. Central 2-18
Radford 7-12
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1,2); Singles (4,2,6,1,5,3)